Email Series Written To Sell A
Natural Remedies Product

Email #1
SUBJECT: Your “Natural Ways To Boost Your Immune System” Report
BODY:
Hey, [YOUR NAME] here and I’m excited about the fact, you signed up to my “Natural Ways To
Boost Your Immune System” Report.
This report was carefully researched in order to give you the best information available. There
may be spices and other ingredients in this report you have never heard of, but I urge you to
check them out.
Here is your FREE download link to the report:
>>>>> Natural Ways To Boost Your Immune System
Feel free to print this report out and then grab a highlighter pen. You will want to mark off the
spices that are not currently in your spice rack and get set to try some awesome new spices. If
you have any questions, drop me a reply email, so I can be of further service to you.
Have a great day. To your success!
[YOUR NAME]

Email #2
SUBJECT: “A Blazing Hot Report In Your Hands”
BODY:
Hey,
{YOUR NAME} here and just curious if you got the 'red hot' Immune Boost report yet?
I call it that because not only is it hot information, it has some super spice information included.
As you read through the report, you have to decide what your taste buds would like. You can
use the cinnamon for instance, if the idea of putting cayenne pepper in your food gets you all
sweaty.
But it’s not just about spices. You will be surprised by the number of ingredients and superfoods
that will help you boost your immune system. Once you go through the report, I am sure you will
be checking out new recipes and basically changing your overall eating habits…to super healthy
and delicious.
If for some reason you missed the report, here is your download link again:
>>>>> Natural Ways To Boost Your Immune System
Have a wonderful day and cheers to your ultimate success in health,
{YOUR NAME}

Email #3
SUBJECT: “What Spices Can You Grow at Home”?
BODY:
Hey,
{YOUR NAME} here. I hope you are coming along great with setting up your spices at home.
Recently a subscriber wrote and reminded me of some spice basics...
They bought a tall but narrow shelf to store their spices in small jars with a good seal. Try using
jars that are about 3-4 inches high and
You just need to make sure that you can put an easy to see label on. Trust me, you don’t want
to mistake the cumin for the cinnamon because you cannot read the writing!
Have you considered growing some of the spices at home?
When you grow your own spices, it keeps them in your mind and you won’t forget to use them.
You can also save a few dollars by growing your own, plus if you have children, they will love
planting the seeds. Children love gardening, and putting them in charge of watering your spices
will get them involved.
In the free report that you downloaded, there are many spices to choose from. You can start by
growing your own garlic and fennel, just to get the feel for it, if you are not already a “green
thumb,” gardener.
Alright then. I will leave you to your planting and stay tune for my next informative email.
{YOUR NAME}

Email #4
SUBJECT: “Let’s Talk About Another Immune System Helper”
BODY:
Hey,
{YOUR NAME} here and I want to talk to you about another spice today.
In your free report, you got a list of 25 spices with powerful health benefits. I thought that you
would enjoy a bonus spice called, “Allspice.” This spice is often confused and people think that it
is 3 or 4 spices combined. It is in fact, just one spice made from the berries of small tree. It goes
by many names, including, “Jamaica Pepper.”
It is extremely healthy and has a taste similar to cinnamon and nutmeg. Allspice has four
medicinal compounds. Using Allspice in your diet, means you are getting antioxidants,
anti-inflammatory and anti-viral help…just for starters. It goes with many types of food, including
curry and stew. Try it in a cup of tea.
Whew, so many great spices and health benefits that perhaps you didn’t know about.
Information about maintaining your overall health is so important in today’s world. With that in
mind, I have something special I want to share with you in my next email.
Stay tuned,
{YOUR NAME}

Email #5
SUBJECT: “100 Natural Remedies To Fix The Most Common Health Problems”
BODY:
Hey,
{YOUR NAME} here and I bet that number 100 caught your eye. I’m not surprised because the
eBook I put together for you is jam packed with solutions. Everyone is looking for solutions to
problems and if health is something you think about a lot…well I’ve got you covered.
The information I put in this book is not some magical hocus pocus. I take your health very
seriously and there are times when you need to consult your doctor for the right solution to your
unique situation.
But let’s remember that our ancestors didn’t have a GP to rely on when they got sick. So over
the centuries, natural health solutions were sought, tested and used…even on the Kings and
Queens of countries.
The eBook will help you to decide what natural solution can be looked at for your health
problem. There are times, where you may not need to go for a prescription and in some
cases…with your doctor's blessings, cut down on the number of meds you take.
I’m sure you will find this eBook not only informative but fun to read.
Here a link for you to check out, {PRODUCT NAME}
>>>>>> Sales Page Link Here
To Your Health,
{YOUR NAME}

